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WHERE THERE’S A WILL...

have something to tell you
all… I have decided to step
down from editing Secrets,
so the next issue
(December/January) will be the
last one I put together for you.
It has been an absolute
pleasure spending time and
talking magic with YMC
Members over the last four
years, and I am hugely grateful
to everyone in YMC who has
helped put together articles
and ideas for Secrets. I am also
delighted to say that during
that time we have improved
the print and design quality of Secrets, featured more writing from
YMC Members and produced nearly 600 pages of magical magazine!
Just because I am stepping away from Secrets does not mean you
need to worry about the future of the magazine, though. The YMC
team are currently on the hunt for a new Editor (you can see the ad
later in this issue; applicants need to be over the age of 18 so pass it
on to anyone you think might be suitable) and they will be bringing
their own new ideas to these pages from the first 2020 issue. Exciting
times are ahead…
Another exciting event will be the J-Day convention, taking place on
October 20. The YMC’s flagship event, J-Day is always a magic-packed
day, featuring a chance to see some of the world’s best magicians, to
take part in competitions and to learn the latest miracles. You will soon
have the chance to buy your tickets and, in the meantime, I have
pulled together my top five tips for how to get the most out of the day.
It is also well worth remembering that the day before is The Magic
Circle’s Dealers’ Day. This is a great chance to see lots of new magic
and to socialise with your friends, so make a weekend of it and come
to both!
I will be at J-Day and Dealers’ Day, so I hope to see some of you
there. If you do see me, please come and say hello… and if you have
a trick you would be up for showing me I would love to see it.
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KEVIN’S COLUMN

ou are reading this
magazine later
than you should
be and the delay
is not the fault of our
wonderful editor! He
has been chasing me
up for my column, but
I have been stalling and
stalling. The reason?
Well, I was determined
to use this issue’s
column to announce
the line-up for this
year’s J-Day convention
but there has been
a heck of a lot of work going on in the background.
I spoke in a previous column about the legendary Ali Bongo
and his enormous and enduring influence on Members of the
Young Magicians Club. This year is the tenth anniversary of his

news
C

Record Breaking Magic

his and Andreas Ehrlich were on the cover of this
magazine previously and recently broke three world
records with their magic. They now officially have records
for the largest ever audience for a magic performance,
with 40,211 audience members for a show in Duesseldorf; the
largest number of participants in a magic trick, with 36,190
participants; and finally the longest fan-letter in the world,
at a length of 23,023 kilometers!

death and so I decided to give
J-Day 2019 an Ali Bongo
theme so I needed to select a
guest or two to fit in with the
theme.
Ali, a past President of The
Magic Circle and YMC,
regularly travelled the world
lecturing his brilliant ideas at
magic conventions and built up
a friendship with a Belgian
magician with the name Rafael
who he adopted as his “unofficial nephew.” Rafael is currently
working on a book of many of Ali’s unique and original ideas
and recently lectured at The Magic Circle after completing a
magnificent 20 show run in The Magic Christmas Show 2018.
I dreamt it would be great to get him to come to J-Day and
after much negotiation I am delighted, yes delighted, to say
I’ve managed to secure him coming to the UK exclusively for
the Young Magicians Club.

Y

Dynamo

MC Members will
be delighted to
hear that after a
five-year hiatus
Dynamo will be
returning to our
screens with a threepart magic special for
Sky One and NOW TV,
that promises to
change the face of
magic on television.
The show will take viewers on a journey across the globe
to watch Dynamo perform close-up miracles, impossible
predictions and unbelievable feats of magic that will have
a lasting effect both on him and the people he interacts with.

T

Session Scholarship

he Session convention in 2020 is a three-day event and
features a number of Circle Members! Starting on Friday
lunchtime, and finishing Sunday night, you’ll be blown away
by performers including David Regal, Laura London, Mike
Pisciotta, Michael Vincent, Denis Behr, Peter Clifford, David
Williamson, Andrew Goldenhersh, Gustav Kuhn, Harrison
Greenbaum, Henry Harrius, Andi Gladwin, Howard Hamburg,
Dominic Twose, Will Houstoun, Rory Adams and Paul Wilson
(with more names to be announced). The Session also offers a
youth scholarship giving free entry to young magicians. Visit
www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic-conventions/thesession/youth-scholarship to find out more.
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Ali was the magical advisor to television magician David
Nixon throughout the 1970s and when that show ended, he
became the most sought after TV magic advisor in the country.
His greatest achievement was advising throughout the entire
15-year run of The Paul Daniels Magic Show on BBC. The
longest running magic television series in the world, many of
today’s professionals were inspired by the hugely successful
Saturday night show which was bigger than the X-Factor in
the 1980s. Daniels’s assistant for the entire series was Debbie
McGee who became his wife in
1988 and she has gone on to
develop a solo career since his
death in 2016, including winning
Strictly Come Dancing in 2017.
And, boy, am I happy to
announce that Debbie will also
be joining us at J-Day where she
will be talking to us about Paul
Daniels, the TV show and what
Ali Bongo did. Yes, I am! She will

what’s on at
the circle

Full details of all public events
and booking rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk

T

present her memories on stage and will be available to chat
and sign autographs after helping to judge the stage
competition.
Additionally to these two big names, we have a lecture by
the one-and-only Chris Wood, who hosts The Magic Circle’s
hugely popular Close-Up evenings and also there will be
appearances in our gala show by our most recent past
president (performing a favourite Bongo routine) Scott Penrose
and straight from the final of Britain’s Got Talent, the
boyband of magic: 4MG.
You can see why I was excited to announce this line-up in
Secrets. To order your tickets make your way to
www.ticketsource.co.uk/the-young-magicians-club. I look
forward to seeing you there.
Enjoy your magic!

During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club
Room bar are open once again and you’ll have a chance to
explore the fabulous headquarters. Then it’s time for a dazzling
show in The Magic Circle theatre to finish off your evening.
Individuals can book online.
Suitable for ages fourteen and above.

E

History and Mystery at The Magic Circle
October 7, November 4

njoy a visit to the House of 10,000 Secrets with a unique
experience at The Headquarters of The Magic Circle.
Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle
Be enthralled by tales of past Masters of Magic during
October 10
a guided tour of the building which houses priceless
his event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
treasures, memorabilia and magical posters. Make a wish while
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
turning three times on The Magic Circle emblem beneath the
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
magnificent staircase which leads to the Devant Room,
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in
displaying unique apparatus of the past. Marvel at the handLondon, often taking part themselves. An amazing collection
painted murals on the staircase depicting magic from its
of close-up magicians presenting superlative magic right
early beginnings to the present day.
before your very eyes. Seeing is believing!
Enjoy some entertaining close-up magic presented by
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at
a skilled member of The Magic Circle and a unique live
approximately 9.30pm.
magic performance in our fully equipped theatre
All shows are of a universal nature and young enthusiasts
which includes a hearing loop.
are welcomed, over the age of ten.
Doors open 11am,
event starts at 11.30am
At Home with The Magic Circle
and lasts two
October 8, 22, November 5, 12, 19
hours, which
regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some of leaves plenty of
the club’s top magicians. This event features history, close- time to explore the
up and stage entertainment.
rest of London.
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum Suitable for ages
are open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm.
fourteen and above.

A
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wonders from the workshops

YMC Workshop

S

Saturday 15 June 2019 Reported by Sam Hinch

ummer had begun, and everyone was excited for the next
Young Magicians Club Workshop by Euston station. Many
returning and familiar faces, meeting up with friends, and
personally my final Workshop as a YMC Member – it was
certain to be a good one.
After everyone was registered, we
followed on up to the theatre and
began our performance-of-the-month
competition. The under 14s competition
featured some innovative routines,
including a prediction using Instagram,
a fairy-tale story, and an impressive coin
through box routine, as well as some
classics like card in orange and a
fooling padlock prediction. The winner
was Jake Allen with the classic tube and
balls act, which was very well
performed, full of charisma. As for the
14 and overs, again a variety of creative
effects were performed such as a card
trick with confectionary, a story of ‘hotel
52’ with a surprise ending, plus a
unique torn and restored card routine
which left the card completely altered
Jacob Allen
back-to-front. Joshua Hennes took
home the prize this time with
a pickpocket-style routine with
3 coins. Well done to all the
winners!
Lunch followed as usual, and
then we split into three groups
for the day’s workshops.
Russell Levinson was this
month’s card teacher, as he
walked us through a variety of
card forces for all styles & skill
levels. For beginners, he
showed us the self-working
‘cross cut’ force and the ‘cut
deeper force,’ as well the
traditional Hindu shuffle. As the
next level up for the
intermediate, we were shown
Joshua Hennes
the riffle & slip forces,
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Nathan Earle

Russell Levinson

trademarks for working magicians. He even walked through
some more advanced forces, like the ‘classic’ force, which is
well worth putting the effort into learning.
Nathan Earl also showed up to talk about street performing,
which I’m sure many people were keen to learn about. The
specific type of street magic referred to is the kind you see in
Covent Garden or Leicester Square, with a table and a crowd
(more like a street show than approaching people as Dynamo
or Blaine do). Earl talked about building a crowd as well as
structuring a routine to engage an audience, plus some
methods for card in mouth with an in-depth session on the
Mercury card fold, in addition to his cups and balls routine
which is always fun to watch.
Finally, as well as hosting the competition in the morning, Ian
Rowland did a workshop in the theatre about one of the most
powerful tools a performer has and must train to use properly:
the voice. He talked about vocalics using the acronym VAPER
(volume, articulation,
pitch, expression,
rate) and how they
can be used to
achieve different
moods and fit
different styles. This
was demonstrated

Ian Rowland

through a fun exercise where we were all given personas of
performers to embody and would use our voices to portray
them differently with the same line, which was nerve-racking at
first but became enjoyable and proved very useful.

YMC Workshop

Overall, it was a fun workshop that set the mood just right
for the summer. Everyone walked away having learned
something valuable regardless of skill level, and I’m sure
whatever is to follow will be just as good, if not better.

Saturday 13 July 2019

[Due to an Editorial slipup no report was produced for the July workshop. We do however have a selection of images to celebrate
the competition winners Amos Wollen and Jack Mawson, as well as those who ran the afternoon’s workshops. Ed.]

Amos Wollen

Jack Mawson under 14s winner July 2019
(assisted by Sam Saffron)

Ian Brennan

YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2019

Scott Penrose

Sunday 20 October 2019 J-Day.
Saturday 23 November 2019
Mentors Day. *
NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo show dates.
For Members only. Workshop fee £10.00 paid on the day.
Workshops will run from 11am – 4pm and will be held
at The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).
Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free),

James Stubbs

a deck of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in advance for each
workshop when you receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the workshop). You will receive
confirmation that you have successfully gained a place.
Email: chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

If you would like to report on a Young Magicians Club Workshop e-mail me at editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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How to get the
best from

T

he highlight of the YMC’s calendar is always the annual
J-Day convention, that takes place this year on October 20.
You will shortly hear from our Chairman with details of the
line-up for the day and information on how to register. As
someone who has been to hundreds of magic conventions
(starting with J-Day when I was in YMC!) I thought I would
share my top five tips for getting the most out of the day.

1 - Take a Notebook

A day like J-Day, which is packed with lectures, competitions
and shows, will contain huge amounts of information you will
want to remember. It is easy to think that you will just
remember it all, but you almost certainly won’t and will be
scratching your head in a week’s time trying to remember that
top magic tip. The easy solution is to make sure you take a pen
and a notebook. When you hear something you want to
remember then make a note of it… it will be really helpful
right after the convention, and going through your old
notebooks a few weeks or months later is great way to get
inspiration.

JDAY

By Will Houstoun

often the best ideas about how to improve a trick or come up
with something new start with someone randomly doing a
trick. So, make sure you have something in your pocket ready to
show people, and have fun doing and seeing lots of magic.

4 - Go to Everything

Most magicians are interested in one or two types of magic,
whether they are close-up, stage, parlour, childrens’, history or
something else. That is absolutely fine but do remember that
you can still learn lots from people talking about a kind of
magic that is not the kind that you prefer. So, don’t think that
just because a talk is not on the kind of magic that you like
best there will be nothing in it for you. Instead sit down and
watch it, and really think about what lessons you can take from
it for your own work. You will be surprised by how much you
will benefit!

5 – Have Fun

So, you have your notebook, a trick to
show people and are ready to watch
every event. That is great, but don’t
2 - Talk to Everyone
forget that as well as being a chance to
Everyone at J-Day, from the newest beginner to the most
learn lots and improve your magic, J-Day
experienced lecturer, will have something interesting to say,
is all about having fun. So, make
and the best way of finding out what it is, as well as making
the most of the day, but do
new friends, is to talk to as many people as you can. People are it with a smile on your
sometimes a bit shy about talking to new people, but I can
face, lots of laughter and
guarantee that everyone in the building on J-Day wants to talk support for people in
to you. So if there is someone you want to speak to, just say hi! the competitions.
Everyone is there
3 - Show People Things
because they love
If you are a bit shy about talking to new people, then I have a
magic… and the
secret for you… everyone at J-Day wants to see magic and also day will be lots
to show people magic. If you are not sure what to say to
of fun!
someone then show them a trick. It is a great
way of getting a conversation going and
Young and Strange
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Andy Nyman

Marvin Berglas and Richard Jones

Dean Leavy

Richard Cadell and Sooty
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trick
M

IAN ADAIR

any years ago, a
clever magician
called Jack Avis
came up with
the original theme for
the following effect.
He used a move which
had to be skilfully
executed to accomplish
the effect. My version
doesn’t rely on moves
or sleights.
A length of cord (or
a shoelace) is displayed
and handed to a
spectator to examine.
It’s genuine! Both ends of the cord are held between the hands,
so the central section is clearly seen, and this is laid flat on to a
table surface. A handkerchief is shown on both sides and then
draped over the displayed cord; both end sections of the lace
clearly show over the top edge of the handkerchief. The centre
of the cord protrudes from the bottom edge of the
handkerchief.
The performer now introduces a solid plastic bangle,
which can be examined, and slips it beneath the handkerchief.

Short piece of
cord attached to
handkerchief

Length of cord
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BANGLE WANGLE

When the handkerchief is slowly removed, the bangle is now
seen to be linked onto the centre of the cord. The bangle and
length of cord can be left on the table for spectators to handle.

Requirements

A plastic bangle. Avoid chunky ones, a simple ring-type one is
best for this effect.
A length of cord. I use a silken-type cord. If wished a shoelace
would also work. The length of this cord or lace is important.
When folded in half, the top ends should overlap the top edge
of the handkerchief while the central section protrudes from the
bottom edge of the handkerchief.
The handkerchief: I use a white pocket handkerchief made
from material which is difficult to see through. Many
handkerchiefs are semi-transparent and are not suitable here.
Alternatively, use a handkerchief which has an overall pattern.
A short length of the same cord is centrally attached to the top
edge of the handkerchief, as shown in the photograph. Rather
than sewing the end of it on, I used a dab of Super-Glue.

Set-up

Before folding the handkerchief, fold back the attached cord.
Now fold the handkerchief so the attached cord is inside. Have
the full length of cord and bangle nearby.

Working and Presentation

Display the length of cord and tug it between both hands,
then hand it to a spectator to examine together with the
plastic bangle.
Pick up the
handkerchief,
carefully sliding the
right hand inside.
The fingers
crumple the
attached piece
of cord as the
Bangle
handkerchief is
fully opened and
shown on both
sides. It is then
laid flat on the
table surface

and the attached piece of cord is folded down, so it is hidden.
The length of cord is now arranged under the handkerchief,
the top left-hand end positioned so it protrudes above the top
edge. The remainder of the cord is brought down, so the central
area protrudes from the bottom edge of the handkerchief and is
visible there. The cord is then guided upwards (under cover)
towards the top, but the end is left under the handkerchief and
the attached cord piece is brought up so it appears to be the
opposite end of the cord.
With the right hand, pick up the bangle and slip it up under
the flat handkerchief. Whilst it is there, secretly thread it onto
the open end of the cord. This quick manoeuvre is executed by
touch, so you will have to allow your fingers to move up the

length of the cord. Once on, make sure the bangle is brought
down and out from under the handkerchief so it will appear to
be threaded onto the cord.
Make a few magical passes over the handkerchief.
Grip the bottom end of the handkerchief with your right hand
and slowly lift it up to the top so that it covers the attached
cord piece. Crumple up the handkerchief and get rid of it.
The audience can clearly see that you have magically linked
the bangle onto the cord whilst both top ends, and the central
area, have been in full view throughout.
Leave the length of cord and bangle on the table for
spectators to examine.

PAPER-CLIPPED PASTEBOARDS

H

ere’s a chance to use those odd playing cards which may
be lying around. Alternatively, purchase cheap playing
cards at two for one pound at Poundland. Spectators will
be folding these, so they can’t be used again.

Effect

Requirements

A deck of inexpensive cards. Remove five
Genuine
that feature a mix of suits and values,
but make sure only one of them is a
court card.
Gaffed
You will also need a small box of
wire paper clips. Five are used in
each performance, and one is
simply gaffed. As illustrated,
four clips are genuine; the
odd one differs in that the
inner wire is bent at an
angle. Amongst the
other four clips, this
Inner wire
won’t be noticeable, yet
bent at an
angle
you, the performer will
know what to look for.
Finally, you need a prediction envelope
with a piece of card or slip of paper inside
stating: “I predict I will name all five chosen cards. I also
s

An envelope is displayed, the performer stating that inside it
contains her prediction. It is placed to one side but stays in full
view throughout the presentation.
A spectator is asked to cut a shuffled deck and remove five
cards. Four other spectators are each given one of the cards. The
performer removes some wire paper clips from their box and
each spectator takes one. Removing another card from the
deck, the performer demonstrates how she would like all five
spectators to fold their cards and then clip them closed using
the paper clips. She requests that the cards be folded inwards
once, then once again, and that the open ends of the cards are
fastened closed, with the paper clip being forced down over all
the layers.
The folded cards are dropped inside an examined paper bag,
and a spectator is asked to shake it. The bag is handed to the
performer, who removes cards one at a time, placing each towards
her forehead. She immediately divines the name of each folded
card. Not only that, but she pushes one to the side, asking a
spectator to remove the prediction slip within the envelope. It is

read aloud. The prediction says that there will be a court card
which will be separated from the others. It is correct!
All of the folded cards, the prediction slip and the paper bag
can be handled by members of the audience.
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predict that I will separate the court card from the
others.” On the rear side of the envelope write the abbreviated
names of all five cards, for example 7S, 9D, 3S, 10C, 6H and KD.
These are there in case you can’t remember them!
A paper bag is also required.

the names of the cards written on it towards you. Place it onto
your table behind other items, so the card names will be there
to prompt you.
Remove the box of paper clips. Open the end and allow a
number of clips to scatter onto the table surface. At the same
time secretly palm the clipped clip from the side of the box and
Set-up
keep it palmed within your right hand. Your same hand now
Remove five cards from the deck and put the court card three
picks up four genuine clips from the scattered pile, adding the
down from the top of the squared-up set. Place this set of cards gaffed one. In handing a clip to each spectator, make sure you
on top of the deck. Have the paper clips nearby, with all the
give the gaffed one to the spectator who has the court card.
genuine clips inside. The gaffed clip should be clipped to the
So that the spectators know how their cards should be folded,
side of the box. Place the box inside your pocket.
demonstrate this by using another card which is removed from
the deck. Fold your card in half, image side inwards, then half
Working and Presentation
again. Pick up a genuine clip from the pile and push it over the
Here you will execute the simple ‘Cross-cut’ force.
open edges of your card. Explain that this not only secures the
Display the faces and backs of the cards (the five top cards
card but makes sure its identity is hidden from view.
staying hidden). Execute a false shuffle so that the top cards
All five spectators follow your example.
remain in place. Place the squared-up deck on the table (backs
Once the folded cards have been clipped, they are dropped
uppermost) and ask a spectator to cut the deck. Take the upper inside a paper bag which is first handed out for examination. A
section of cards from the spectator and then pick up the lower
spectator shakes the bag, mixing the folded cards at the same
section and criss-cross them to confirm the cut. In fact, you
time.
criss-cross the lower section on top of the upper one. In this
Retrieving the bag, you open the top, gripping it there using
way, the cards which appear at the cut position will be your
your left fingers and thumb. The right hand is now used to dip
forced ones.
inside the bag and remove the folded cards one at a time. As
Take the five cards and hand one to each of the five
each is brought out, you quickly glance at the central wire of
spectators. You will immediately know which spectator has the the clip. You are looking for the bent clip.
court card (the third one, of course). Recap what has happened
If you remove a folded card with a genuine clip you know
so far. Explain that you wrote a prediction which is inside the
it is not the court card. You now name any one of the four cards
envelope and hold it up for display purposes. Keep the side with which you forced (it may not be ‘that’ card, but the audience
doesn’t know at this stage). This is repeated. When you
bring out the folded card with the bent wire, this you state
is the court card, and you place it to one side, but
still in view.
So, you have named each folded card which has been
removed, and even though you have revealed the names
of these, you really have no idea whether or not they
are the actual ones you are placing towards your
forehead.
Tear up the paper bag and discard it.
Show your hands empty and pick up the five
folded cards as one lot and scatter them onto the
table, stating that in a moment these will be opened to
reveal your divination 100% correct. Indeed, when opened, you
have succeeded in naming them all. Before you ask the
spectator to unclip the folded card which you have stated as
being the court card, reveal its identity.
The prediction envelope is opened and the slip
inside is removed and handed to a spectator to read: “I
predict I will name all five chosen cards. I also predict
that I will separate the court card from the others.”

Note

If possible, it’s best to remember the names of the five cards
without having to code them in written form on the back of
the envelope.
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member profile Joseph Csaky
How long have you been a Member of
The Young Magicians Club?

I have been in the YMC for a couple of months now and I am
really enjoying the monthly magazines! I have not been able to
make it to any of the workshops yet.

Who are your favourite magicians?

The magician that made me want to start magic was actually
Dynamo and I think of him not as a magician but as a wizard. I
also love watching Penn & Teller Fool Us!

What kind of magic do you enjoy the most?

I mostly learn and perform close-up sleight-of-hand card tricks,
but I love to watch Penn and Teller perform all varieties of
tricks, from the basic cups and balls to their levitations.

What do you think makes the perfect trick?

A trick that involves misdirection and skill, rather than an
untalented magician hiding behind gimmicks and props.

What do you think makes the perfect magician?

Age: 11

If you could interview any three people — real or
fictitious, dead or alive — who would they be and what
question would you ask each of them?

Pythagoras: How does someone understand, let alone develop
your incredible theorem?
Albus Dumbledore: Since you are the genius that you are, what
is your perception on death?
Nelson Mandela: How did it feel?

What is your strongest non-magical
performing influence?

I have been doing drama since a very young age because the
feeling of being on the stage is one of my favourite feelings in
the world.

What is your strongest magical influence?

The fact that you can make impossible things seem possible
and that really helps change people’s perspective on our world.

Top tip for improving your magic?
Try and be really fun.

A confident performer with a good sense of humour. When I do
a trick, the first thing I do is I make a joke because that puts the What do you like best about the YMC?
spectator off-guard. This means that they don’t feel that
The community because you all get together and
they are against me, but with me.
exchange tricks and come out a five times smarter
magician.

What is your favourite
magic book?

The Great Houdini, because I was
fascinated by his amazing stunts
and impossible feats!

What is your favourite
magic DVD?

Does Now You See Me count?

What is your favourite
non-magic book?

The Harry Potter series. It has
changed my life and I want to
spread it down for generations and
generations.

What is your favourite film?

Guardians of the Galaxy because
they have such a good taste in
music and that is one of my other
passions.

People you would like to thank in
magic for either their help or
encouragement?

Davenports magic courses and
YouTube have taught me almost
every trick I know.

Bonus question: Do you have
any other hobbies than
magic? If so, what are they
and are they and are they in
anyway influential to your
magic?
I love basketball, which hasn’t
really contributed to my magic,
but drama and dance and
singing, my other hobbies, have
given me confidence to go and
perform.
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CHRIS WARDLE

he performer
displays a deck of
cards face up.
Giving it a few
face-down cuts, she
then hands about a
third of the deck each
to three spectators.
They are asked to
shuffle their piles, take
out a card, look at it,
remember it and then
give their card to one
of the other spectators.
So Spectator 1 gives
his card to Spectator 2,
Spectator 2 gives his card to Spectator 3 and Spectator 3 gives
his card to Spectator 1. They then shuffle the cards into their piles.
Each pile is fanned by the spectators so the performer can
see the cards. They are told to concentrate on their selections.
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Three-to-One
Using her sixth sense she is able to detect which card was
chosen by each spectator and then removes and names the
three chosen cards!

Working

There are several effects where a deck is split in a certain way
so that cards can be identified, for example, by splitting the
red cards from the black cards or the odd cards from the even
cards. However, these methods can easily be spotted, and
they only allow two cards to be chosen. Here are how the
three piles are split:
Pile one
4C, 2C, 4S, 2D, 9D, 2S, JH, KD, 2H, QD, 3D, JS, 4D, JC, 4H, JD
Pile two
7C, 9S, 3C, AS, 6H, 7S, 5H, 7D, 6S, 3H, 9H, 3S, 9C, AC, 5C, 7H,
5S, 6C, AH
Pile three
10S, QC, 8H, 6D, AD, 10D, QS, KH, 10H, QH, 8D, KS, 5D, 8C, KC,
8S, 10C

Can you see a pattern? At first glance there does not seem to
be one, however, I have employed a combination of two
methods. The first is a method by David Lang from his 2006
lecture notes where he suggests using the symmetrical nature
of the cards as a way to separate them into two piles. For
example, the Three of Hearts has two central pips facing one
way and one the other, so this card is not symmetrical.
However, the Three of Diamonds is completely symmetrical, so
this card goes into a second pile. Three of the Aces are not
symmetrical, as they point one way, whilst the Ace of
Diamonds is symmetrical. The only non-symmetrical Diamond
is the Seven, as there are four pips at the top half of the card
and only three in the lower half. (I strongly recommend his
lecture notes as there are several other clever ideas contained
within its pages.)
I have combined this method with that of Donald Sapsford
in his book Card Tricks and Patience, where he
recommends separating the cards which ‘face left’ (2, 3, 4, 7,
9 and J) from the ones which face right or central (A, 5, 6, 8,
10, Q and K). I have combined both principles to sort the
cards into 3 groups, which do not appear to be in any sort of
sequence or order.

One addition is the movement of the King of Diamonds and
Queen of Diamonds to Pile one. This is just to make the piles
more even and it is easy to remember that the King, Queen
and Jack of Diamonds are all together in this pile, so that if
one is removed it is easy to spot.
Pile one is all cards which ‘face left’ and have symmetrical
pips, except the King and Queen of Diamonds.
Pile two is all the cards that face any way but are not
symmetrical.
Pile three is all of the cards which are symmetrical and face
either ‘front’ or ‘right’.
Give the cards some false cuts before you begin, then flick
through the cards looking for the ‘break point’ between the
piles and hand one pile each to your three helpers. Get them
to pick cards and then swap them as described and you will
be able to easily spot the ‘rogue’ card using your double code
as above.
This is a strong effect and a double method with which I
have baffled several magicians. I hope you enjoy using it!
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Cover Conjurers

The last two issues of The Magic
Circular have featured an article
and an interview. Ian Keable is a
wonderful researcher with a
passion for David Devant, a great
magician who was the first
President of The Magic Circle in
1905. Ian recently managed to
obtain ownership of Devant’s
grave for The Magic Circle and
here we feature a short section
on Devant’s role in magic.
A year ago, I went to meet a
Circle Member called Rich Clark,
who had just opened a magicthemed café in Stoke Newington.
Since then Rich has created a
magical venue that has hosted
some fantastic shows. I spoke to
him to find out what goes into
creating a unique café.
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David Devant:
Coming home
By Ian Keable

Most Magic Circle members would be
aware that David Devant was the club’s
first President; but maybe there are those
unfamiliar with the contention that he
was the greatest magician England has
ever produced. I think part of the reason
Devant is held in such esteem is that he
embraced at the highest level all aspects
of his chosen art. With no film footage
available (besides some short clips
involving trick photography), one has to
take reports at face value of just how
good he was as a performer. There is no
argument, though, that he was a great
inventor. This is evidenced by his creation
of ground-breaking illusions such as the
Artist’s Dream and Biff, the mid-air
vanishing motorbike. In addition, he was
also a master of smaller magic, like the
Magic Kettle and a Boy, a Girl and some
Eggs. He did this latter trick at the first
Royal Command Performance in 1912,
the only magician to appear on that
distinguished bill.
As a writer on magic, in my view he
was unsurpassed, whether it is his two
revealing autobiographies, Woes of a
Wizard and My Magic Life; his books
aimed at those starting out in magic like
Lessons in Conjuring or Magic Made
Easy; his PhD in magic, the final section
of Our Magic; or Secrets of My Magic,
considered by Jim Steinmeyer to be one
of the four greatest books ever written on
illusions. His instinct for knowing what
the public wanted was far ahead of his
contemporaries. It was Devant who
persuaded John Nevil Maskelyne to
introduce moving pictures into the
Egyptian Hall. It was also Devant who
saved his boss from bankruptcy. When
Maskelyne moved to St George’s Hall in
1905, he over-stretched himself by
debuting with an over-ambitious science
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David Devant on holiday with parrot

fiction drama which was a box office
disaster. Devant restored faith in the
Maskelyne brand by substituting a
straightforward, no frills magic show,
fronted by himself. For the next ten years
the two great magicians were partners as
Maskelyne and Devant. In this period
Devant’s legacy was enshrined in the
praise he received from his fellow
magicians and the audiences who flocked
to see him in London and on his tours
around the country.
When I first came across Devant some
thirty years ago, I was initially drawn to
him for the relatively mundane reason
that I enjoyed the patter accompanying
his tricks. Perusing the scripts of most
Victorian and Edwardian conjurers, they

Vida Devant

sound stilted and old-fashioned, full of
contrived puns and long-winded
exposition. Devant’s words, by contrast,
were succinct, funny, witty and, dare I say
it, contemporary. I loved, too, his little
homilies on performing (“the
presentation of the trick is everything”)
and his claim that he only knew eight
tricks. My favourite anecdote about him,
and this perhaps does give an insight into
how good he was, involved Dante. The
youthful Danish magician sailed over to
England to reconnoitre touring over here.
He went to see Devant at the Egyptian
Hall. Dante immediately returned to the
TMC Council 1905, Devant sitting centre as President

US, sure in his own mind that there was
no way he could compete with someone
of Devant’s ability.
Devant had an interesting relationship
with The Magic Circle. He
stepped down as President
after one year, in 1906,
on the grounds that his
role was to preside
and, due to pressure
of work, he had done
very little presiding. He
became one of the VicePresidents. Subsequently he
was twice expelled from The Magic
Circle for publishing extracts of his books
in magazines of the day. It ended

amicably when he was made an Honorary
Life Member in 1937; and ever since we
have tried to atone for the poor
judgement of our predecessors. We have
named one of the rooms in our
headquarters after him;
instigated an English
Heritage blue plaque in
one of his London
abodes; inserted a picture
of him on the envelope of
the first day cover in our
centenary year in 2005; and
introduced the David Devant
award in 1999.
Devant died in 1941 and was buried in
Highgate Cemetery in North London.

The Twisted Fork: The First Year Interview by Will Houstoun
Devant's Grave

Will Houstoun: The Twisted Fork will

shortly celebrate its first birthday. Tell our
Members about it...
Rich Clark: The Twisted Fork is a magicthemed coffee bar, the only one of its
kind in the world, in which we serve up
coffee and food alongside close-up
magic, for both adults and children.
Will: You are based in Stoke Newington.
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How did you choose the location for the
cafe?
Rich: I stuck a pin in the map and drew a
50 miles radius around my house. I then
chose the best areas I could from the
properties that came up. Stoke
Newington is a really cool area... it’s up

and coming these days, so a quirky and
having some time out and enjoying the
unusual venue was the perfect fit to get
variety of themed cafes in that part of the
the business off the
world, when I came up with the idea of a
ground. Now that the
magic-themed coffee bar. I didn’t
T HE
M AG
IC
brand is built, I will be
want to do
expanding to pastures
something that
new, but it was the
would feel corny or
perfect place to get
cliché, but the idea of
things started.
cool close-up magic
and vibrant street-style
Will: What made
magic in a coffee bar
you decide this was
environment seemed to
something you
me like it would be
wanted to do?
great! It would also be a
Rich: I was
fantastic way of bringing
travelling in
magic to the masses. Of
South-East Asia, The
course, I thought that
Twiste
dF
The Fir
st Y ork
ear
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https://is.gd/TMCDD2019

somebody must have done it
already but a quick Google search
later I realised I was on to something
new, and at a time in my life where I
was able to commit the time and
resources required to turn it into a
reality.

Fo
Magic

od

Will: What kind of magic did you do

before opening the cafe?
Rich: I have always performed close-up

magic, mainly metal bending, cards, a
little coin magic and mentalism. I did lots
of corporate gigs and weddings. It is
great now because this type of magic
works perfectly in the cafe environment
and goes down so well with the customers.

Rick Clark

exhausting. I always worked seven days a
week from 6am until 9pm for the first
seven months... that’s a long gig! But it’s
starting to pay off now.

Will: And did you ever have a different

job? Anything that gave you expertise in
running a venue?
Rich: I worked in the city for many years,
a corporate job that was financially
rewarding but rather soul destroying. I’d
always wanted to break out of the
corporate hamster wheel and create
something imaginative, exciting and
creative! Eventually, I just decided to do it.
I threw caution to the wind and took
the risk. It was a huge commitment in
terms of money and time, as well as a
massive risk, but what the heck! In one
hundred years who will care? I told
myself that with such an exciting idea to
work on, I’d much rather look back on
these years, later in life, and say I had
tried and failed, rather than look back
and wonder ‘what if.’ So I just jumped in!

Will Houstoun

Will: You have previously told me the

ethical side of your business is as
important as the magic. Why is that?
Rich: I believe it’s important for everyone
to play their part in being ethical and
Legless...

I had no experience running a café or
any kind of hospitality venue. I employed
baristas and chefs and quietly learned
from them. It was quite funny at the
beginning... I would test their skills by
demanding that they operate certain
machinery or make certain products,
whilst trying to look authoritative. The
reality was that I was watching how they
did it because I didn’t know myself! In a
nutshell, I was completely winging it! It
was good fun though and I now know
lots that I didn’t a year ago.

The Cafe

sustainable nowadays, as we approach
the tipping point for humanity’s longterm survival. I can’t do much, but I can
make sure my business works hard to
Will: Clearly opening the cafe involved a keep its footprint small. We buy Direct
significant level of risk. How did you plan Trade coffee from a Cameroonian
for that before opening?
community that really needs our help,
Rich: Probably not enough! It was a
and we have compostable cups, bamboo
rather reckless move, but life is for living straws, alternative milks and recycle
and trying new things and I’m not afraid everything. We’re just doing our bit.
to throw myself headlong into something
You can find out more about The
I’m passionate about. I did a lot of
Twisted Fork at
market research and I planned the
www.twistedforkcoffee.com or visit the
concept carefully, but ultimately I just had cafe in person at the following address:
to do it and keep working at it. Giving a
155 Stoke Newington High Street,
top level of service every day was
London, N16 0NY
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reviews
Level One

by Christian Grace

Gimmick, 12 minute online video $30 (£25) from your favourite
dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
www.MurphysMagic.com.
Reviewed by Bob Gill
Christian Grace has taken the simplex Harris vanishing deck
gimmick, turned it into something more substantial and fooling,
and above all added a lovely slow-motion visible vanish to the
more cosy handling. This has made the effect into a routine
rather than a snap vanish of a deck held on the table, with the
huge benefit that the deck vanishes in mid-air.
Showing a deck of cards edge-on, with a gentle waving
gesture, half of the cards disappear; you pull them out from
your pocket in a fan. Another wave and the remainder have
vanished, bar only one card remaining in your hand: the
spectator’s card, which can be handed out. It is a more
satisfying progression of magical effects than its forerunners:
elegant, convincing and completely fooling. You can even ring
the gimmick into a borrowed deck, and you finish clean, apart
from the inconvenience of having a gimmick to ditch, although
the routining motivates that ditch most effectively; the whole
thing is more or less clean on angles.
You get a small box, containing the gimmick, along with a
link to an online explanation. The gimmick is durable, and
somewhat more subtle than it first appears. Unlike so many of
the gimmicks involved in this vanishing deck genre, it is solidstate, permanent and unencumbered with sticky-out bits like
flaps or hinges.
The accompanying film is just under 12 minutes, which is
barely sufficient to explain the action clearly: a problem given
that the vanish is by no means easy to pull off; it’s more than a
little knacky, and will take hours of work to get down smoothly.
But the effect is well routined, and has several versions; there’s
a particularly cute handling involving the spectator’s phone
camera. The opening part of the explanation, concerning the
gimmick, is mute to background music, although the instructor
then goes on to show himself to be articulate explaining the
moves and presentations; it seems an odd juxtaposition of
teaching styles which with the 12-minute running time is more
than a little irritating.
Overall, it’s a nice little product, a clever idea well
executed and
will appeal
to those
who are
prepared

to put in the time necessarily to execute the routine even half
as effectively as Grace does; he makes it look exceedingly
graceful, clean and mysterious.

Gödel

by Alexander Hansford

45 min download. $11.95 (£7.40) from www.dananddave.com
Reviewed by Marc Kerstein
In the basic sandwich effect, two cards are freely selected and
returned to the deck. Two black jacks are removed from the
pack and are held spread at the fingertips. The jacks are waved
over the pack and the first selection visually appears between
the pair. To conclude the effect the selection and jacks are
waved over the deck again, which causes the first selected card
to change suddenly to the second selection.

The download is nearly an hour in length and covers the
move in great detail and at a reasonable pace. Alex spends
plenty of time explaining finger positions and grips for the
sleight, as well as going over subtleties to help ensure all looks
as fair as possible. Alex admits that the move requires a fair bit
of practice to perfect, but it’s clearly worth the effort.
After spending some time watching the download, I believe
that “Gödel” is much more than simply another colour change.
“Gödel” is a stunning sleight that I would recommend to any
magician with a strong interest in un-gimmicked, visual
card magic.

Hashtag

by Alexander Hansford

18 min download. $6 (£3.70) from your favourite dealer. Dealers
contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com
Reviewed by Marc Kerstein
The effect: a four of a kind is removed from the deck. Another
card is freely selected from the deck, and the four of a kind is
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members contribute to creating a unique name for the
performer’s toy dog. Because of the random nature of the
selections, the name does not make sense in any recognisable
form, a result that John has much fun with in his presentation:
clearly demonstrated in the performance section of the
accompanying film. Nevertheless, this gobbledegook ‘name’ is
inscribed on the tag attached to the toy’s collar that’s been in
full view from the get-go.
This development of the original (that appeared on the
estimable Educating Archer DVD as well as released as a
dealer item) benefits from a number of improvements and a
degree of streamlining. Such enhancements undoubtedly result
placed in a pile on the table. The magician waves over the
from the many times Mr Archer has performed this routine, but
selection in his hand causing it to change miraculously into the whether this justifies you getting out your credit card if you
four of a kind. Another wave then causes the four cards to turn already perform or own the original is questionable.
back into the selection, and the four of a kind is shown to
As soon as you press Play on the online film you know you’re
remain in the face-down pile on the table.
in safe hands. The live performance of John in action is a delight
This transposition effect is taught well by Alex via two
and tells you all you need to make this a fun part of your show.
camera angles. Knowledge of some palms, grips and moves are The explanation is suitably complete, detailed and helpful. Of
helpful, but are not required as Alex shows and explains each
particular additional interest (especially if you are familiar with
over the video. I found the narrow depth of field and refocusing ‘Collard 1’) is a conversation between John and seasoned
of the close-up camera somewhat useful over the download as commercial performer Levent, a fan and regular user of this
my attention and focus were directed to the relevant parts of
routine. The extent of their collective performing experience and
the move with minimal background distraction.
their attention to the fine details that lift a good routine into
A useful point about this effect is that no duplicates are
pro status is amply reflected in this conversation, which could
required: “Hashtag” is performable with a single, regular deck
turn out to be the most important part of the whole film if you
and uses only satisfying sleight of hand. Due to some angleharbour any intention to include the routine in your act.
sensitive moves and palming required by the effect it would be
If you seek the ultimate version of either the ‘Medallion’ or
difficult to perform surrounded, however adjusting your or the
‘Room Service’ to demonstrate your mind-reading skills, you’ll
spectators’ positions would help.
almost certainly be barking up the wrong tree. But at this price
“Hashtag” is a clean, entertaining trick that can be
with this level of
performed at any time, anywhere, and with any cards, and I feel insight and
would be perfect for any eager card magician looking for a new detail for the
miracle to add to their repertoire.
light comedy
performer, hound
Collard 2
your favourite
by John Archer
dealer to let you
Props plus online instructional film, 50 mins, $49 (£40) from
have this, even if he
your favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, makes you sit up
www.MurphysMagic.com
and beg.

Reviewed by Bob Gill

John Archer is one of those names which, when attached to a
new release, creates great excitement. You may well be familiar
with the early version of this routine, a re-take on Al Koran’s
‘Gold Medallion’ and Don Wayne’s ‘Room Service’ that melds
comedy with mind magic.
The plot remains true to the original ‘Collard’; audience
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puzzlecorner
Say What You See

Can you work out what
these magic “say what
you see” puzzles
represent?
(Clue, if you say what
you can see then you
may get further than
just looking.)
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